MUSKOKA NOVEL MARATHON 2022

writers’ handbook
(updated)

80s retro is sooooo 2021.
This year, we’re having our pets for breakfast.

A Message from the Convenor
Yes, we’re showing off our pets on Zoom at Sat. breakfast! Fun, eh? What did you think we meant?
Welcome to MNM 2022 for our third, and last (see p. 17), 100% online Muskoka Novel Marathon.
On behalf of everyone involved with the Marathon, I’d like to THANK: first and foremost, those people
who stepped up to take over unfilled positions. The imperturbable and indefatigable Catherine Neal is
our new Website Person and Registrar, while the expansive and personable Kimberley Davies is our new
Sponsor Co-ordinator as well as assisting in other tasks. Finally, diligent and thorough longtime MNM
volunteer Rosemary Herman returned to the task of Co-Judge Liaison (Judges) and will be working again
with well-organized and tech-savvy Co-Judge Liaison (Manuscripts) Cheryl Stamper.
Also continuing to make the Novel Marathon are the charming and delightful Shellie Westlake, our
Writer Liaison, the innovative and knowledgeable David Patterson, our Publisher/Agent Liaison, and the
precise and ever-reliable Marlene Vettorel, our Treasurer.
Without mentioning their names, for obvious reasons, I extend a hearty thanks to our bibliophiliac and
enthusiastic team of judges, many of them doing it for the first time this year.
Without any ONE of the people named, there could be no Muskoka Novel Marathon. Please pat them
on the back at your next opportunity!
I’d also like to thank Taya McLellan, our Y Head Office Contact, Nancy West (who is also writing), our
Huntsville Y Contact, the staff of the Huntsville Y for mailing out the t-shirts, Sue Kenney for leading the
Virtual Creativity Walk again this year, Sharon Bacon for sharing her harp music again, Heather Bacon
for helping out with social media, and Kim Hutchins for helping out with social media also.
And last but definitely not least, a big huge thank-you to: YOU. Congratulations for hanging in through
the loneliness, hardship and fear of this pandemic era so as to stay positive and strong enough to
participate in a Muskoka Novel Marathon. Happy writing!!!
In literacy and creativity,
KM Wehrstein
Convenor, MNM 2022
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Making It YOUR Muskoka Novel Marathon
Once again this year we face the challenge of bringing the spirit of MNM into our own personal spaces.
So how can you make this Marathon yours? Aside from having the Active Living Centre shipped to your
address (we inquired but, oddly, they hung up on us), here are a few ideas:
Preparing Your Home Writing Space
Probably you’ve already got one, but in case you don’t, here are things we suggest you have in it:
•

Your laptop, desktop, software, wetware, typewriter, pen and paper, stone tablets – whatever
tools you use to write.

•

Comfy seating! Make sure you’ve got a great chair, or a nest of blankets somewhere in your
homestead. Find your happy place and snuggle in for a loooong time. 72 hours is an endurance
test of sitting, so make sure it’s ergonomic and comfortable. Or set yourself up to take different
positions; if standing for some of the time, for instance, prepare a solid item to place your
machine on so it’s at the right height, and have a nice mat under your feet.

•

All the references you need, within
reach. Dictionary, thesaurus, specific
academic papers, photos of settings,
1930s baseball stats, one-page outline in
the form of a big bristol board sheet
covered with Post-its – whatever you
know or think you’ll use in the marathon.
If you’ll use the Internet a lot, get all the
links beforehand and list them in a
document to save time… that’s allowed.

•

Other writers…! We know several are
“podding up”, including in Huntsville,
where the YMCA offices are opening
their doors for writers Fri. 6-10, Sat. 10-8
& Sun. 10-8. That’s where the Mexkoka
Fiesta Dinner is happening on Sunday at
6. If you are interested in joining us
there, contact KM. Or just show up.

Make sure your most-used reference book is not the lowest
structural component of your standing-up-to-write laptop support
edifice.
(Image source: qrebekah)
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Home writing space, cont. …
•

Inspirational/comfort items. People have brought favourite stones, talismans, inspirational
plaques, crystals, teddy-bears and many other things to in-person Novel Marathons to create
the right atmosphere in their spaces. At home you can have even more and bigger ones!

•

Substances for sustenance. Whether it’s coffee, jelly beans, Jack Daniels or medical marijuana,
make sure you’re stocked up enough to not have to run to the store mid-Marathon. Have quickprep meals lined up. Or better yet, ask your family members to wait on you hand and foot!

•

Want to really Novel-Marathonize your space? Here are the genuine signs we’ve used at past
Marathons. Just for MNM Quarantine Editions: “Novel Marathoner At Work: Do Not Disturb!”
Bathroom Sign 1
Socialize in Here Sign
Sleeping Spot Sign
Bathroom Sign 2
Write in Here Sign
Writer’s Fridge Sign
Smoking Caution Sign

•

Get your writing platform ready! Have your MNM manuscript TEMPLATE open and ready to go
on Word, Scrivener or whatever software you use. If you don’t have it already, get it here.

•

Alone time (VERY important). Negotiate time away from family, friends, bosses, colleagues, pets
(except for snuggling or silently lying around), etc., to devote it to your writing. Have your
spouse/partner take the kids to the grandparents for the weekend. Put out-of-office messages
on voicemail and email. Be clear to everyone old enough to understand that writing is
something very important to you and this is a particularly good chance for you to do it. Find an
ASMR playlist on YouTube or use ambient-mixer.com/, and pound away!

Fundraising
Online donating through the YMCA system is the same as ever, but if you have received cash or cheque
donations, obviously, the usual procedure of handing them to our Y contact at the venue on Friday night
is inoperative. Instead:
Cheques made out to the Y: print up the pledge sheet emailed to you or available here, fill it out with the
info for each cheque and mail pledge sheets and cheques together to:
YMCA of Simcoe/Muskoka C/O 30 Quarry Ridge Rd. Barrie ON L4M 7G1.
Cash or cheques made out to you: deposit them into your bank account, then donate by credit card (or
Paypal) on your own fundraising page, as if you were each donor, entering their name, mailing address,
email and amount donated (all information needed to create the tax receipt), if the donors want tax
receipts.
If you have any fundraising questions, contact Taya McLellan at the Y at Taya.McLellan@sm.ymca.ca.
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During the Marathon
•

Submitting your manuscript for “Best Novel” is not mandatory. Writers have also used the
Marathon’s opportunity to start new projects with no intention of finishing them, finish old ones
that they haven’t otherwise allowed time for (and you will always get huge encouragement for
this), work on writing already contracted for, etc. If competing isn’t your cup of tea, forget it
and just do your own thing.

•

However, submitting does add a level of ambition and thrill, and the possibility of winning is
always there if you write well! If you’re undecided, we suggest going for it. The vast majority of
our winners had absolutely no expectation of winning, as shown by the looks of total shock on
their faces when their names were announced at the Wrap-up.

•

Since you’re sitting a lot, you’re going to want to make sure you get up and move! Stretch,
wriggle, take a short walk, do a little yoga, go for a swim in the lake, put on a heavy metal track
and dance like a maniac for 30 seconds… whatever works. We have one shared movement
opportunity: our traditional Creativity Walk on Sunday morning.

•

While we’re all quarantined far, far away from each other, we don’t have to be alone! Reaching
out to other writers is a guaranteed way to fall into the Marathon feel. Lots of people who
attend a live Marathon feel like they’ve found a sense of creative community. In lieu of
communal meals, we have scheduled Zoom events at the same times to make it easier for
everyone to have some time together (see schedule below).

•

The Writer’s Room at an in-person MNM is notoriously quiet, save for the gentle cacophonous
din of keystrokes. All of us are around to support and motivate you, so reach out if you’re ever
feeling lonely, but remember to shhhhhhhhh… quiet in the Writing Room. Because we are going
to keep the Zoom on 24/3 (almost) this year, it’s going to be one big “Unsupervised Writing
Room” except during the scheduled events. If you want to yack with someone during quiet
times, please ask for a breakout room and failing that, use Whatsapp/Facebook/Google Meetup/Discord/what-have-you.

•

Taking time for yourself while writing is an important step in the process. Losing yourself in a
manuscript is a great thing but shouldn’t be done at the expense of your own mental health.
Make sure you take breaks when your body and mind tell you to, and recharge yourself after
tough scenes or long-haul writing sprints. You’ll be glad you did.

•

The most important thing you need to do in order to make this MNM yours, is to believe in
yourself and to allow your story to flow. If you need to reach out, please do. If you need silence,
focus and generate your art. The Muskoka Novel Marathon is about creating magic and creating
a community. Through our dedication to the art of writing, we show patrons and readers alike
how powerful literacy can be.
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Virtual Venue Information
Here are our virtual venues that will be used for MNM togetherness and other good things!
NEW! ZOOM WILL BE LIVE THROUGHOUT - ALL 72 HOURS
…EXCEPT a one-hour break between 3-4 a.m. EDT daily. If Zoom kicks you off at 3, sign back in at 4.
So there’s just one link and passcode for everything:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83671763034?pwd=-hokHaN5UFg65pvYTtnK7-l39h-Psd.1
Meeting ID: 836 7176 3034
Passcode: MNM2022
MNM:QE Dashboard: Today’s activities, full activity schedule, page count, peer voting, etc. We suggest
bookmarking it for easy reference! muskokanovelmarathon.com/dashboard/ (Account login required.)
One link to Zoom them… as given above, and it will also appear on the Dashboard. We are going to
share it with people outside the registered writers for “Open” events such as the Fundraising Prize
presentation on Saturday, and expect them to honour our privacy at non-open times. If someone
doesn’t, they’ll be sent to Mordor if gentler admonishment doesn’t work.
The Official Muskoka Novel Marathon Forum (for year-round MNM community engagement):
forum.muskokanovelmarathon.com/ . Create an account and partake of specialized discussions like:
Break Room, Fanfare! (to announce contest wins, book launches etc.), Writing Genre, Expertise Clearing
House (refer or contribute), Writers’ Block/Anxiety Support Group, Peer Critique, etc.

Insert your own tasteless jokes here.
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Optimizing Your Zoom Experience
Changing your Zoom Background
To change your Zoom Virtual Background on your computer, click settings, click Virtual Background, and
select either an available background, or one from your own collection. Computer, check near the little
camera icon, mobile, tap “more” (or the triple dots) – then select “Virtual Background” and change your
background to… whatever.
Once again, the great graphic design team at the Y has provided us with some cool MNM screen décor
for our Zoom and Facebook spaces. Get ’em here by clicking on the images:

Zoom Background

Facebook Profile Frame

Facebook cover

Easy Mute/Unmute Trick:
Set yourself to “Mute” and hold down your space bar while you want to talk.
Judges Present?
They are being asked to add the word “JUDGE” to their Zoom names. Because manuscripts are judged
anonymously, check for that before spilling about your plot twists and characters’ problems!
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Marathon Schedule
The official MNM2022 Schedule will be posted on the Dashboard, along with any updates happening
throughout the weekend.
For OPEN events, the Zoom link is being shared not only with registered writers but with people on the
MNM interest list, meaning anyone who is on it might show up. Who will that be? We’ll find out!

FRIDAY, JULY 15
1-4 p.m.

Tech Help Zoom session with MNM IT/Website/Registrar Catherine Neal. Need lastminute help with tech issues? Now’s the time.

6-7:30 p.m.

MNM2022 Orientation and Self-Introductions with Convenor KM Wehrstein and the
Committee, live from the Y office in Huntsville (at least some of us). One (1) minute
maximum for your self-introduction, please! (If writing it up, that’s about 250 words).

8 p.m.

BELL IS RUNG to officially begin writing. See “Formatting Your Manuscript” (p. 12) and
use the manuscript formatting template, so we’re all on the same page (haha) when it
comes to page counts (which you can log from the Dashboard).

SATURDAY, JULY 16
8-8:30 a.m.

Quiet instrumental harp music by Sharon Bacon to nourish your mind and inspire your
spirit.

9 a.m.

Take Your Pet to MNM Breakfast Social with Shellie Westlake: If you’re like many
writers, you have at least one non-human animal providing you non-verbal but loving
company while you pen your gems. This meal break is for everyone to introduce their
furbabies (or feather or scale or chitin babies, whatever), so all of us of every species can
get to know each other.

1 p.m.

Lunch OPEN Zoom and Top Fundraising Awards & Preliminary Total Announcements,
with Kimberley Davies & KM Wehrstein. Find out how much we’ve raised so far, who
gets the Remy for raising the most and whether you raised enough to nab one of our
awesome donated prizes!

2 p.m.

Group Photo. EVERYBODY GET ON ZOOM and we will create the now traditional Zoom
group shot by doing screen captures.
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6 p.m.

Genre Dinner Social with the Muskoka Pod, live from the Y Huntsville office. Make tour
de force into haute couture: dress up as your favourite literary genre. If genre is beneath
you, dress up as Literature.

9-11:55 pm

Saturday Night Social with David Patterson. Dress comfy, grab a drink, and join one of
our most fun MNM regulars/volunteers, David Patterson, for chitchat on interesting and
funny things. It’s a great way to get to know some other writers. (We don’t bite.)

SUNDAY, JULY 17
8:15 a.m.

Virtual Creativity Walk. Traditionally, Marathon veteran Sue Kenney leads willing
writers on a shoes-optional Creativity Walk near our venue, as walking has been proven
to inspire creativity. For the last two years, she led it on Zoom, and now she’s back to do
it again. Rejuvenate your body and mind! Shoes, as always, are optional. Runs 30-40
minutes.

9 a.m.

Breakfast OPEN Zoom Social with Shellie Westlake: Whether you need some help
ironing out a plot point, talk about the antics your characters are getting up to, or just to
take a bit of a breather and connect with your fellow writers, the breakfast social with
Shellie is the place to be this morning! This Session is OPEN to all writers registered or
not – so there might even be some pop-by guests!

1 p.m.

Tall Hair Lunch Zoom Social with KM Wehrstein. We all know you should go for a
certain degree of height with hair… but just how much loft can you give your coif? Max
Headroom, Amy Winehouse or better? Approaching the ceiling? (Cheating methods
such as wigs, weaves, inanimate objects, animate objects, scaffolding, etc. permitted.)

4 p.m.

HALFWAY POINT (take a long deep breath).

6 p.m.

MEXKOKA FIESTA Dinner and Quilt Draw with Muskoka Pod - OPEN. Ha! We have a
brand new Mexican restaurant in Huntsville, a few steps from the Y offices; it opened in
May. Join us for tacos, burritos, enchiladas, quesadillas, nachos, guacamole, etc. We
will also do the draw for the beautiful MNM 2022 quilt made by Catherine Neal.

12 midnight

MIDNIGHT READING with special guest host Kevin T. Craig. One of MNM’s most
anticipated traditional events. Settle in with your fellow writers as we share in each
others' creative magic, reading selections from works in progress from this year's MNM
weekend. Not to be missed!
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MONDAY, JULY 18
9 a.m.

Breakfast Zoom Social. How is it the last day already? It’s true that time flies when
you’re having fun. Head over to the breakfast social (host TBA, if there even is one).
Let’s talk about how the marathon has been going for you, and what your plans are for
the last day!

1 p.m.

Lunch Zoom Social with Shellie Westlake. We’re in the homestretch now! Let’s talk
about what your plan is for the last few hours, and cheer each other on! Give those
fingers and brain a break and refuel at our last lunchtime social.

6 p.m.

Let’s Just Eat & Write Supper Anti-Social with KM. Total silence except keys pounding
will be observed. Well, maybe.

8 p.m.

BELL RINGS to officially end writing. See “When You Finish” (p. 13). But if you want,
stay on Zoom for: Tech help for submissions (Catherine Neal & KM Wehrstein), and
“Phew it’s over” socializing if any of us have any pathetically-faint and rapidly-weakening
iotas of energy left for it.

The next Muskoka Novel Marathon writer to score an international bestseller could be… you….
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Writer Support Team
Please be sure to ask for support if you need it! Your fellow writers are always there, but also we have a
team:

Shellie Westlake, Writer Liaison
Your lovely, funny and knowledgeable writer liaison is here to help you
throughout the weekend. If there’s anything you need while clacking away at
the keys, please don’t hesitate to bring it to her. Our goal is to ensure that you
have a fantastic experience. There are no dumb questions and no problems
too small (or too big) to share. Writerliaison@muskokanovelmarathon.com or
on Zoom.

KM Wehrstein, Convenor
Full-time writer, author of three trad-published novels, veteran of 16 MNMs as a
writer and 12 as an organizer, KM knows her way around fiction, MNMs and
challenges of both craft and emotion faced by writers. Whether it’s a point of
grammar, a roadblock in your plot, or a crisis of confidence, KM can suggest
solutions and give you abundant support.
Convenor@muskokanovelmarathon.com, Zoom or Discord (Karen#4530).

Catherine Neal, Website & Registrar
For technical questions about the website and other Marathon
tech functions, please reach out to Cathy at
web@muskokanovelmarathon.com or during a Zoom.

Check-In at Meals
While you can feel free to talk to any of our Writer Support Team at any time, at least one of us will
always be available in the main Zoom room during meals to chat about how it’s going and offer any help
or suggestions we can. This can be a break-out if needed.
Social Media
Our Facebook group “Muskoka Novel Marathoners” is a great spot to share photos, thoughts and
questions. So is our Forum. On Twitter, use the hashtag #writeMNM2022 and follow us:
@MuskokaNM. Also, make sure to follow @MNMarathoners on Instagram, where the weekend’s
photos will be posted. To share old photos on IG, tag them #FlashbackMNM20xx (20xx being the year,
e.g. #FlashbackMNM2011).
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Writing Rules and Judging Information
Outline and Writing
Writers planning to submit their manuscripts for judging may bring an outline of up to one page for
reference. All writing to be entered, including the synopsis, must be done at the event location, within
the allotted 72 hours. An affidavit to this effect must be signed, witnessed and submitted by the end of
the event. Note: non-fiction, short stories and other forms of writing are also welcome (and in fact a
collection of stories has won “Best Novel”.)
Formatting Your Manuscript
Please use the provided template, as not only is it set to our standard type size and style, but it has a
standard title page and header template. Just start writing on the second page. If you’re entering the
contest, this will provide a more uniform look for the judges. And even if you’re not, it will ensure that
our electronic page counts represent roughly the same number of words from everyone. Judging is
anonymous. If you are submitting, do not include your name anywhere in the file.
We have promised our publishers that winning authors will send sample chapters and
synopsis only, and not a complete manuscript, unless the publishers ask for it. This makes a synopsis
mandatory, even if you finish your novel. Manuscripts do not have to be complete to win; judges
have made it clear repeatedly that they are looking more for quality than quantity. The full plot,
especially how your tale ends, is of great importance to them. Never written a synopsis? It’s a skill you
need as a professional writer! Try: A Short Guide to Synopsis Writing from the Porcupine’s Quill.
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Tracking Page Counts
Normally for this we use paper
strips and the result looks like what
you see on the right. Now we are
doing it virtually, of course. Log in
on the website and click on
MNM:QED – DASHBOARD then
[Page Count Log], or click here and
follow the instructions. (Note:
services such as the Page Count Log
and Peer Award Voting won’t open
until the Marathon is underway.)
When You Finish
IF YOU ARE ENTERING THE CONTEST
1. Double-check that your name is nowhere on your submitted material, your synopsis is included,
and you have filled out the cover page properly. Note: no cover letter to the judges is required,
and in fact we recommend against.
2. Email submission to: judgeliaison@muskokanovelmarathon.com
3. Fill out, sign and have a witness sign our affidavit, declaring that you wrote the entire
manuscript during the marathon. Either use electronic signatures, or print and scan it filled out
and signed.
4. Email filled-in affidavit to: muskokanovelmarathon@gmail.com. Note: we use the affidavit not
only to forestall cheating but also to track who wrote which manuscript and for which category,
so be sure to fill one out. Not sending in an affidavit will result in disqualification.
5. Breathe a sigh of relief!

WHETHER OR NOT YOU ENTER THE CONTEST:
Please ensure that you vote for each peer-voted award (see below for the awards and their
descriptions). To vote, log in on our website, click on MNM:QED DASHBOARD then [Peer Award Voting],
or click here. The names of our rookies are listed near the Rookie of the Year voting spot.
Part of Muskoka Novel Marathon’s success is that we make use of writer feedback, so please give us
some! You will receive an email invitation to fill out an online survey soon after the marathon.
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Awards
Judged Awards
At the completion of the Muskoka Novel Marathon, manuscripts may be submitted to the judges,
who will determine the winners in each of two categories: Young Adult/Juvenile and Adult. Our judges
are all avid readers and tend to include authors, editors, librarians, bookstore owners, and other literary
types; we’ve even had one publisher.
Winners will be announced at the wrap-up party on Sept. 24 (mark your calendar). Each winner receives
a prize and the opportunity to have their manuscript reviewed by a publisher or agent.
Winners will be given six weeks to expand and refine their manuscripts before submitting them to the
editor or agent. Once the manuscripts have been sent to them, the discussion continues between the
editor or agent and the author directly. The Muskoka Novel Marathon ceases to be involved from that
point onwards.
Publisher(s) who will review winning manuscripts in 2022 in both categories: TBA.

Productivity Awards
MOST PROLIFIC WRITER: Goes to the writer who produces the longest manuscript by word count during
the marathon. There is no requirement for it to be coherent.
ROCK STAR: The runner-up to the most prolific writer. But in the spirit of superspeedwriting
veteran Pat Flewwelling, who created and donated this award, you have to write at least 250 pages to
be eligible for it.

Fundraising Awards
REMINGTON AWARD: Aka “the Remy”, awarded to the writer who has raised the most
pledges/donations for YMCA Muskoka Literacy Services.
RESERVED SPOTS: Writers who raise $1,000 or more automatically will receive a reserved spot at
Muskoka Novel Marathon 2023! You get your pick of available seats in order of amount raised. If we
have more $1K+ fundraisers than seats, it’ll be those who raised the most.
DONATED PRIZES: Given out by selection in order of amount of funds raised. We have some fab ones
again this year including a weekend stay at Muskoka’s beautiful Deerhurst Resort.
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Peer-Voted Awards
Please make sure you vote on all of them here before the end of the Marathon!
SPIRIT AWARD: Awarded to the writer who best embodies the spirit of the Muskoka Novel Marathon.
B.I.C. (Bum in Chair) AWARD: We think this is probably self-explanatory, but if not: it is awarded to the
writer who is observed to be most dedicated as measured by hours spent in their spot. It’s a little
harder to monitor by Zoom, but there are ways!
ROOKIE OF THE YEAR: For the first-time marathoner who best embraces the spirit of the
Muskoka Novel Marathon. All rookies’ names will be shown on the electronic ballot. (If you’re a rookie
and you’re not there, let us know asap!)
TECHIE AWARD: the New, Improved Techie Award (it now has one of Grem Lynn’s babies on it) is given
to the writer who does the most to help fellow writers overcome technological issues.

Oooh! Shiny trophies! Which one(s) do you want?
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The Adult Literacy Programs We Support
For its first 10 years, the Muskoka Novel Marathon supported the Muskoka Literacy Council in its
mission to provide free programs to local adults in need of upgrading their skills in reading, writing,
spelling, math and computer skills.
These programs are now run by YMCA of Simcoe-Muskoka Literacy Services out of its Huntsville office.
As a result of Novel Marathon funding, the Y has been able to significantly expand its capacity, by
upgrading computer equipment, expanding hours, offering computer courses for seniors, offering
English as a Second Language (ESL) classes, and more. Most recently they have expanded outward in
Muskoka, offering classes in Bracebridge and Gravenhurst.
Our contributions have helped empower numerous people to acquire skills they’ve then used to:
• gain new and better employment or start businesses
• pursue their creativity in new ways
• get out of isolation and gain confidence
• generally transform their lives and liberate themselves.
For more information, please visit here.

A 2019 literacy skills class, organized by the Y, funded by… us!
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The 2022 Wrap-up Party
The Novel Marathon Wrap-up party takes place in September every year, usually on the fourth
Saturday. There, we announce the winners, give out the trophies, invite writers to do short readings,
announce our final fundraising amount, and take time to socialize with each other and the judges.
Mark your calendar: this year’s wrap-up will be held on Saturday, September 24 via Zoom. The event
will be from 2-4 pm, followed by social time if desired. We’ll send you the link and more info closer to
the date.

What the 2023 MNM Wrap-Up will look like, in its usual venue, the Community Room at Bulloch’s Your
Independent Grocer in Huntsville. The whole family is invited! Which brings us to…

Muskoka Novel Marathon 2023
Muskoka Novel Marathon 2023 will take place on July 14-17, 2023. As usual, we will let you know the
date in March on which registration will open.
In Fall 2021, we just assumed that 2022 would be safe enough for an in-person MNM. We were wearing
rose-coloured glasses. This year, the decision has two rational factors.
1) There is an annual pattern with Covid, at least in Ontario, which was yet not apparent when we
were making decisions for this year. The graph on the next page is adapted from Public Health
Ontario’s Covid case trends:
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The yellow graph indicates cases, the red, deaths. What has happened each year is a spring
wave and a slow fall wave leading to a spike in January. July is in the lowest trough.
2) Government has decided it has done all it can/needs to. Most people are at least double-vaxxed
and the odds of dying if you get it, as is clear from the graph, have gone way down (compare
spring 2020 deaths vs. cases to January/February 2022). So, there are unlikely to be restrictions
next year, and if there are… they won’t be in July.
Might the 2023 MNM be in-person and on Zoom, since a Zoom MNM is now the only MNM that some of
our writers know and can attend? We want to do that, but will need one more IT person plus a Venue
Co-ordinator, a Food Sponsor Co-ordinator, a Kitchen Crew, etc. If you are interested, contact KM. We
will keep everybody posted on what we’re doing by email, website and social media. Meanwhile…
Enjoy your Muskoka Novel Marathon 2022!

Our lovely venue is booked for 2023.
2024, too.
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